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21 Candidates
Seek 14 Jobs
With Classes
Voting for 1962-63 class officers
goes into its second and final day
today, with 21 candidates competim for 14 jobs. Eight of the offices
are uncontested.
Scheduled to open at 8:30 am.
today, polls, in front of the cafeteria and Spartan bookstore, will
close at 4:30 p.m.
With three men in the race, the
sophomore presidency appears to
be the most widely sought post
Contestants here are Maurice Jourdime of Huntington Park, SPUR
candidate, and two San Joseans
Skip Yawl and Steve Hassett.
Vying tor sophomore vice president are Cliff Gutterman and
Kathy Miller, SPUR candidate,
with Ginny LaLsne and Penny Roper. SPUR candidate, in the contest for class treasurer. Sharon McNew Ls the class’ only candidate for
secretary.
Ron Smith from San Jose, SPUR,
and George Clause of San Diego
are seeking the junior class presidency: and Pam Stoddard, SPUR,
and Donna Bell are secretary aspirants. All other junior posts are
uncontested, with Ken Howell for
vice president, Sharon Reed for
treasurer, and Val Tinti for Interclass representative.
Oakland junior Bruce Macpherson is the only candidate for the
senior presidency in a class election
top heavy with white ballot candidates.
The two-man race here is the
sire presidency with Gary Wexler,
SPUR. and Owen Grande competing. Others running are Ellen Norris for secretary, John Haggerty
for treasuter, and Harlene Heller
for :nee-class representative.

John Gallup Killed
In Auto Accident
.1.,.e M. Gallup, 21, San Jose
State student and campus blood
drive chairman last semester, died
early yesterday morning on the
Route 17 freeway, in a two-car
collision that claimed two other
lives.
Services will be tomorrow at
10:30 a.m. at Chapel of the Hills,
615 N. Santa Cruz ave., Los Gatos.
Also killed in the 1 am, crash,
on the Santa eiruZ county side of
the manrnit, were Terry Makin,
21, San Jose city college student.
and Jesse Rivas, 29, of San Jose
Gallup, business-industrial management major and cadet technical
sergeant in the SJS AFROTC, was
returning from Santa Cruz in a
ear driven by Makin.
Makin’s auto was totally demolished in the head-on collision
With Rivas’ car, California Highway patrol officers report.
According to the California
Hiehway patrol, Rivas was alone
driving south down a long grade
when he failed to negotiate
.’
curve. apparently traveling at ,
high rate of speed.
Gallup, a junior, was the son
Of Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Gallup,
2138 Carlton ave., San Jose.
Seats will be reserved during
the funeral for AFROTC students
and officers. Another service and
interment will be held in Hanrd. the Gallup family announced.
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We Want Freedom!
}rigatoni of the press is a it...yes- it, to a.
n diitiocracy, We
at San Jose State hate been led to lieu’s,- we are being
governed by a democratic associationthe ASB with the Student Council as spokesman.
If the above assumption is true, then freedom of the press
from governmental control should be the case with the Spartan Daily, since it is the press at San Jose State.
That is not so! A newspaper whose financial situation ale.
pends on the tempennanent of a government cannot be core
sidered free.
And the Spartan Daily’s financial situation aloes depend
Upon such a factor. Members of this government may decreaw
or withhold the Daily’s budget if the newspaper does not
please them.
Monday, the Daily received such a threat by incoming
ASB president Bill Hauck. Hauck, who is presently disputing
with the Daily for more student government coverage, said he
may cause the Daily’s budget to be withheld until "an agreement can be made."
Since when must a free press agree with the head of a
government before it may function? Russia’s Pravda may be
used as an example of a newspaper which must await governmental approval to function.
The Spartan Daily wants to cover ASB activities; it must
in order to fulfill its function as a newspaper. All it asks is
that student government practice the principle of freedom of
the press and let the Spartan Daily staff--consisting of members training to be journalists--use its own judgement as to
student government coverage.
The Daily wants to (sanction as a free press ... let it!
C.P.

Dr. Hodges Reviews
’Satire of Sociology’

A satirical study of American
sociology, recommended for its
"light touch," was reviewed yesterday at the book talk in the
cafeteria by Dr. Harold Hodges,
associate professor of sociology.
The book, "A Surfeit of Honey,"
was written by Russell Lynes. who
is one of the editors for Harper’s
magazine.
Dr. Hodges told his audience,
’The best sociology books are written by non-sociologists such as
Russell Lynes."
The title, "Surfeit of Honey,"
is taken filen King Henry the
Fourth: "They surfeited with
honey and began to loathe the
taste of sweetness, whereof a little
more than a little is by much too
much."
140
book
mere
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Hodges explained, "yet each
of its eight chapters, though nee
scarcely average 17 pages, are diverse in their focus."
DR. HAROLD HODGES
In the satire, Lynes takes a look
. . reviews sociology satire
at "the American" and his complicated role in society, especially is merely a casual observer of cerin relation to those of other na- Min of our frailties," Dr. Hodges
J.J.
emphasized.
tions, according to Dr. Hodges.

Financiers Set
Policy on Union
liminary collection of non-Federal
funds,
INITIAL FUNDS POSSIBLE
4. Department of Finance: Further negotiations will be necessary
to determine whether the department will supply funds for preliminary designs prior to application
for federal loans.
5. Campus -by-campus financing:
Standards for students’ fees and
revenue producing activities must
be determined. Costs on a per-student basis are liable to be significant.
After outlining the policy, the
financiers directed the chancellor’s
staff to continue development of a
college union program to be presented to the trustees by fall 1962.
Attorney General Stanley Mask
was also requested to furnish the
trustees with an analysis of procedures available for undertaking
such projects.

M MILLION COLLECTED
With $3 million collected, the
SJS building committee needs only
the trustees’ approval for appropriation of a federal loan to start
construction.
After a discussion with Pres.
Carl McIntosh of Long Beach state
college, former chairman of the defunct presidents’ committee, t h e
committee on finance decided to
develop some of the presidents’
Student Council went on record
committee’s basic concepts for consideration by the Board of Trus- yesterday as favoring proposition
three, a $270 million state contees.
struction bond issue scheduled to
POLICY OUTLINE
go before California voters June 5.
The policy outline covers the folThe move came during the regulowing areas:
lar council meeting at the request
1. Financial negotiations: College
of chairman Bill Hauck. He urged
U nion arrangements, because of
council members and all students
will
not
follow
conditions,
varying
to support the proposition which, if
the uniform plans for housing faapproved, would mean approxicilities.
mately $95,250,000 in aid would go
2. Packaged arrangements: Con- to state college building programs.
sideration will be given to packagHauck announced that the coling financial arrangements in nehas released Dr. Willard J.
gotiations with the Housing and lege
Saunders, professor of real estate
Home Finance agency. The resiand insurance, from classroom dudence hall program pooled all reveties for the remainder of the senues and interest and principal remester to work on promoting the
payments from a single fund.
Issue,
3. Assessments of fees: Since fedelection in the primary June 5.
PROMOTE ISSI’E
eral funds will probably not covet’
The debate will be in Morris more than 90 per cent of the total
Professor Saunders, regional inDailey auditorium at 3:30 p.m.
cost of college unions, careful con- formational coordinator for the
Appearing will be Robert Jor- sideration should be given on pre- movement, will work through 15
dan, consulting engineer: Joseph
I", Lewis, attorney, and Ford motor company executive Edward
Schroer.
Lewis has emphasized education
U.S. WILL WELCOME SEATO ACTION
and school financing during his
WASHINGTON (UPDThe State Department said yesterday
He
has
urged
that
macampaign.
the United States is holding talks with its Southeast Asia and Pacific
jority rule replace the present allies on the possibility of joining this country in sending military
two-thirds majority in school bond forces into Thailand. Department Press Officer Lincoln White said
elections, terming the present re- the United Stats "would certainly welcome" any action by other
quirements "undemocratic and members of SEATO to back up the U.S. move.
needlessly restrictive."
DUTCH ’THWART SEABORNE INVADERS’
Lewis is the endorsed candidate
of the California Democratic
HOLLANDIA, Dutch New Guinea tUPI)--Dutch naval units
Council, the Santa Clara county yesterday captured a boatload of 20 armed Indonesians attempting a
Council of Clubs, the state League landing near Fak Fak in Western New Guinea, Dutch military headof Senior Citizens and has a wide quarters announced. While the seaborne invaders were being thwarted,
labor endorsement.
the communique said, Dutch troops also were attacking a band of
C.anclidates Schroer and Jordan, Indonesian paratroopers who were dropped near Fak Fak Tuesday.
in their campaigns, are each seekEX-OAS CHIEF ADMITS RESPONSIBILITY
ing more effective use of tax dolPARIS (UPD Former Gen. Raoul Salan admitted to the court
lars. Schroer. with an industrial
management viewpoint, stresses trying him for treason Wednesday that he was completely responsible
responsible industrial planning and for the actions of the terrorist Secret Army Organization. He is
before a special French high tribunal for his part in the
south bay development in recrea- being tried
so-called generals’ revolt of April, 1961, in Algiers and for his leadtional, educational and cultural fa- ership of the OAS for nearly a year until his capture last month.
cilities. lie urges a program of
TERRORISTS SHELL WOMEN AND CHILDREN
consumer protection, strengthening
ALGIERS (UPI) Secret Army Organization terrorists fired 15
food and drug purity laws and
Algiers Casbah and six mortar shells into an
eliminating unethical advertising. mortar shells into the
Oran hospital grounds yesterday in a continuation of their wave of
Dr. Frederic A. Week, head of
Moslem killings The Algiers shelling killed two Moslem children,
the Political Science department, aged 10 and 12, and wounded at least 15 other Moslems, including
will moderate during the debate. women and children. There were no casualties in the Oran shelling.

ill

Students Against Communism
will present a debate this afternoon in which senatorial campaign
issues will be discussed by three
Democratic candidates seek in

ROYAL LINGUIST

EUROPEAN CONTESTANT
Multi-lingual Ruth Zans, one of
five International Queen final.
;Os, represents Europe in International Week activities. The
19-year -old French major is
sponsored by Delta Zeta sorority. She is a British citizen and
her national origin is Latvian.
The SJS junior speaks French,
Latvian and "a little German"
in addition to English.

By MANUEL ROBLES
Charges of censorship in student
publications were hurled at the
college administration by ASB
president Brent Davis during the
regular Student Council meeting
yesterday.
Davis, in a special report to the
legislative body, told the group
that curtailments to a free student press have existed on this
campus for some years, and are
one of student goverranenes main
problem areas.
The ASH president’s action was
prompted by a recent incident in
which a cartoon he proposed to
run as a paid advertisment in
Spartan Daily was struck down
by the Journalism and Advertising
department faculty after consultation with Pres. John T. Wahlquist
’FAULTY INTERVENTION’
Davis said he had planned to
run the cartoon, which depicted
President Wahlquist manipulating
a puppet student government, with
an article in which he proposed to
cite cases of alleged "faculty intervention" in student affairs.
The ASB president said he considered the cartoon constructive
criticism and wanted it published

Student Council
Backs Prop. 3

Senatorial Hopefuls
Debate Issues
w

No. 121

ASB President Hurls
Censorship Charges

Encouraged by recent action of
the California state college trustees, the boatel’s committee on finance recently formulated a broad
polity outline for construction of
college union facilities.
The trustees had formally authorized continued planning f or
student union facilities at a meeting in Chico.
Dr. Dwight Bentel, chairman of
the SJS College Union building
fund and head of the Journalism
and Advertising department, called
the action a definite step in the
direction of constructing state college unions.
’The issue is very much alive,"
"The author is no 241-per cent
American who lustily proclaims he said. "We know that Chancellor
’our country: right or wrong,’ but Glenn Dumke actively supports the
movement and are most hopeful
that we can conclude our financial
arrangements next semester."

Classic Film
"Gate of Hell," the first Japanese color fern to be released in the
United States and the French
film classic "A Day in the Coon"Y." forms the motion picture
hill of fare in today’s classic films
Presence.
The films will be shown at 3:30
this afternoon in Concert Hall and
again at 7 p.m. in Morris Dailey
slid i torhun.
"Gate of Hell," winner of numerous international film awards,
is set in ancient Japan and tells
the story of a noblewoman’s efforts
to ward off the advances of a
warrior and still save her husband who has been threatened
IV
him.

a

Foods and pastries from 15
foreign countries will be sold
tomorrow from II a.m. to 9 p.m.
In the Inner Quad for the Weeaatiormi Bazaar. Native C4Mtames and gaits decorated
loirolh, van! 441.1 the nuthentie
Lunch to the b 1.41.1/4 r Pres. Jahn
T. Wahlquist and Sun dhow,
Mayor Paul Moore will speak
at 11:15 In the inner quad.

world wire

state agencies in the central coast
area including state colleges, junior
colleges, hospitals, forestry stations, and prisons for passage of
the issue. His area engulfs four
counties -- Santa Cruz, Monterey,
San Benito, and Santa Clara.
Pioposition three, placed on the ’
ballot by vote of the state legislature, would authorize $270 million
in state bonds for a two-year building program. While virtually all
state agencies would share in the
allocations, three-fourths of t h e
money would be for construction of
educational facilties.

so that he, as president, could Inform the student body of the situation. "I consider this pre-censorship," he said after the meeting.
Davis said he had originally
planned to run the article and cartoon in the Daily’s editorial columns but was turned down by
editor Carolyn Perkio. Miss Perkio
later said that Davis had approached her as if demanding
space for the cartoon and article,
and that she based her refusal
on the fact that she felt the president has no authority to do so.
BENTEL SPEAKS
Journalism and Advertising department head Dr. Dwight Bentel.
speaking for the department staff,
said that the controversial cartoon
was rejected because it was in
direct violation of Spartan Daily
policy, which the faculty is
charged with upholding.
Professor Bentel. citing the passage in the Spartan Daily manual
which deals with policy, reminded
the council that the newspaper’s
policy was formulated in conjunction with past Student Councils
and was reconsidered and approved
as recently as last spring.
The passage reads in part: "The
Daily does not subject individuals
administrative, faculty, or studentsto personal attack in its
news or editorial columns. They
usually are not in an equally favorable position to reply."
PERSONAL ATTACK
The professor said the cartoon
was "obviously a personal attack
on President Wahlquist" and
urged the council to take no action
until it heard both sides.
Student Council also voted 8-1-2
in favor of supporting a
mendation by ASH vice president
Bill Hauck to the new council to
defer action on the Spartan Daily
budget "until this terrific conflict
that obviously exists is resolved."
Hauck said he feels that when the
newspaper’s budget is up for consideration is the best time to deal
with "the problem that Student
Council has with Spartan Daily."
Lone dissenter was graduate representative Pete Briggs.

New Ad Policy

BUILDING AID
Of the $95,250,000 state colleges
Spartan Daily Advertising Manawould receive in building aid under
the proposal. $11,993,000 would go ger Sherry Thompson announced
to San Jose State for construction yesterday that all future political
programs of the 1962-63 and 1963- 1 advertising an d all advertising
placed by organizations for publi64 school years.
cation in the Spartan Daily must
Regular enrollment at SJS is exbe paid for in advance of publicapected to soar from its present 12,tion.
038 to an estimated 15,700 by 1965.
Persons responsible for obtaining
In line with California’s rapidly
increasing population, enrollments advertisements are required to pay
in the state’s colleges, junior col- for them in the Student Affairs
leges, and University of California ’business office TH16, and bring recampuses is expected to rise to ceipts to the Spartan Daily after340,000 from its present 223,000 by tising department with their ad
1965. That number, according to I material.
Advertising deadlines are 4 p.m.,
officials, could not be accommodated on the campuses as they ’sic two days prior to date of ran hijen
ion.
now.
In addition, the state’s collie
age population is expected tog
by 70 per cent in the 1960a.

International Violence
Subject of SPU Film
The suicidal nature of in
national violence in our mac-I.
age is featured in a film sponsored by the Student Peace Union
today in C11227 at 3:30 p.m., according to Nancy Walbridge
chairman of the SPU.
"Which Way the Wind." stars igg
John Raitt, Marsha Hunt and INI
James Whitmore, The 30-minute III
film is intended as a starting point mi
for a discussion on non-violence IP
by Ben Seaver, peace secretary V
of the American friends service
committee in San Francisco.

Ion
isiou’d like to
see something new and
handsotne in sports
shirts? Then, friend,
slide in to your hip
haberdasher, R/A, for
a gander at the Gant
of NPVI Haven array of
fine eotton shirts in
smart new candy
stripes green, maroon, or twine on grey.
Most comfortable and
appropriate for eampua
or weekend wear. A
great R / A eholee at
bat 7.97,
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GLEE CLUB GOES TO FORT ORD

Art Prof’s Experiences
In Communist Hungary
By IttirtN.t
"Maybe you are guilty, maybe
not. hut I’d rather see 1000 innocent people get the death sentenee than to let one 1.1.;rected
free." These words
capitalist
sent Alfonz Lengyel. associate
professor of art, to jail in Communist Hungary for six years.
The first three years of his
sentence were snent in solitary
confinement. "They tortured me
every week . . . no one knows
why T was not in jail. They said
that T wanted to establish cariitaust.e r
e this-tar7h Cardinal
Mind 7ent v and Archbishop
Cress." the art professor said.
"The most important thing to
remember." he continued. "is the
fact that while I was in jail I
met Communists who were underground coordinators between
the Soviet and Hungarian Communists during World War IL"
Lengyel also said he was in jail
with Janos Kadar, who is the
present head of the Communist
government in Hungary.
NOT GUILTY
When Stalin died in 1953,
Lengyel was taken to a coal
gninim
prison camp. After three
. more years. the attorney-general
visited the camp. He told Lengyel that he was not guilty and
that it was all a mistake.
"I asked him, if I were not
guilty, what happened to those
who also were not guilty, but
were put to death? He replied,
, ’Don’t talk about those things
which divide us’," said Lengyel.
He was released and a month
later the Hungarian revolution
9. broke out. When the revolution
was crushed, the refugee found
! his way to the western border,
with only a compass and his
weapon. On December 18, an icy,
foggy night, he swam a channel
and crossed the Iron Curtain to
freedom.
A once - in - a - lifetime coincidence changed Lengyel’s future.

Reds Claim Yuri
Created Stamp Hit
MOSCOW L’PD Radio
Moscow has claimed a philatelic
record growing out of Yuri Gagarin’s orbital space flight.
Since Gagarin’s flight April
12, 1961. he has appeared on 200
postage stamps around the
world, the Soviet radio said.
"No event on earth has given
rise to so many stamps," the
broadcast claimed.

In Vienna he met a former
schoolmate, presently a California priest, who became an American citizen. The priest sponsored
Lenevers entrance into the
United States.
Already in possession of one B.
A. in Hungarian gymnasium and
two MA’s in military science
and law. Lengyel obtained another B.A. and a third M.A. in art
at SJS in 1958 and 1959.
PROFESSOR HELPED
"I worked as a grave digger to
get money to finish post graduate work in Paris," Lengyel recalled. He spent two years in
Paris to finish requirements for
his Ph.D. He was able to stay in
Paris through the help ot Dr.
Winifred Ferris, retired professor of the SJS Foreign Languages department. She sent
Lengyel money to continue his
studies and has never asked for
repayment.
"She just told me that I have
a responsibility to help a needy
student," confided Lengyel.
During Lengyel’s last year in
Paris, the American house in
which he lived was attacked by
anti-Americans and his 200-page
dissertation was ruined.
U.S. ’JUNGLE’
Having been educated in Fu rope, Lengyel is less than enthusiastic about the American education system. "As a professor
who has had experience with the
Russian, French and English systems, I am a little disappointed
with the educational ’jungle’ in
the United States," Lengyel remarked in his soft voice.
He feels that only a few high
schools supply the future scholars and that most are only "playgrounds which produce ill - prepared students. "It is reflected
in our universities," he added.
Asked what he intended to do
about the present educational
system, Lengyel said he would
like to fight for a better school
system. "My feeling is that the
best weapon is knowledge," he
said.
OVERSEAS CAMPUSES
"I’d advise setting up college
campuses in Europe. I would recommend Paris because it is the
world art center and at the same
time the center of many penetrating ideas," he continued.
Lengyel added that the present
anti-American feelings are centered in the European universities. "As Kennedy’s brother also
stated, we must send professors
and students to Europe in order
to tell university students, the
future leaders, about our way of
life, and restore ou r prestige
abroad," he eoncluded.

TONIGHT!
and every Thursday Hite 8- 10 P.M.

FREE STUDY CLASS
Presented by

SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY
Get your head out of the sand and learn the difference
between a Communist and Socialist. Come tonight!

Germania Hall, 261 N. 2nd St.

13

Only
school days*
left to buy LaTorre!
1SJSC Yearbook)

Greeks
Sports
Independents
Queens
Personalities
with more color than ever before.
A complete history of Campus life
for 1962.
$
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TRAVELING MINSTRELSVarsity quartet of the SJS Men’s
Glee club, directed by Dr. Gus Lease, associate professor of
music (right), is well known in the local area. The singers, who
perform at numerous peninsula events, will appear at Fort Ord
May 26. Members of the quartet are (1.4.) Dick Olgesbee, lead;
Stan Imus, bass; John Worthington, tenor; and Ted Lyne, bariOwe by Ore Challtrerg
tone.

Faculty Committee Ends
Duplicating Service Study
A four-member faculty committee has made a study of the
duplicating a n d reproduction
services available on campus for
student and faculty use.
Investigation of campus reproduction services was done by
Glen Guttormsen, accounting officer; Joyce Backus, college librarian; Harry Wineroth, Spartan bookstore manager and Dr.
Jerrold Kemp, associate professor of education.
A photocopying service is offered by the college library to
students, faculty and instructional departments.
It will make photocopies of a
printed page, normal page-size
copy from microfilm text and
normal page-size copy from microcard text
The library will make copies
from books, magazines, and
other materials only when needed for instructional use or for
specific research projects.
Order forms are available at
service desks in all subject reading rooms. The material to be
copied should be left at the
service desk with the order.
Usually material ordered on
one day will be ready for delivery on the following school
day after 1 p.m. Delivery will be
made at the circulation desk on
the first floor.
A materials preparation service is available in the audiovisual service center in the new
addition to Centennial hall.
It prepares photographs,
slides, large transparencies and
other visuals from printed
materials.
This is limited to the reproduction of materials for instructional use by faculty members.
The prepared materials should
become part of a department’s
instructional resources.
Two weeks’ time should be
allowed for the completion of
materials.
Many reproductive and other
services are offered by Spartan
bookstore.
A verifax copying machine
makes duplications on a "while
you wait" basis.
Materials for duplication, such
as ditto and mimeograph, for
student work and organizations
can be brought to the bookstore

and prepared on a regular
scheduled charge basis.
Other bookstore services include paper drill and punch,
paper cutter, gold and colored
foil stamping on all types of
soft material, notary public and
limited postal and wrapping
service.
All services of the store have
a fixed fee and are performed
on very short notice and generally the same day brought in
or while the customer waits.
A ditto service is also offered
by the Women’s Recreation
assn., sponsored by the women’s
physical education department.
It is located in the upstairs of
the women’s gymnasium in the
WRA lounge. All service will be
on a 24-hour basis.
A major sin-vice center is the
secretarial service, Adm256.
A variety of secretarial services are offered including typing, mimeographing, paper offset duplication masters, preparation of material for making
metal offset duplication masters, enveloping addressing, dictation and illustrations.
These services are available
for faculty instructional purposes only.

Nixon Claims
’National Scandal’
LOS ANGELES (UPI)Former Vice President Richard M.
Nixon said this week that the
firing of James Ralph. a Department of Agriculture official and
former member of Gov. Edmund
G. Brown’s administration, has
created "the biggest national
scandal since Teapot Dome."
Nixon, a candidate for the
Republican gubernatorial nomination said in a prepared statement, "an alumnus of Pat
Brown’s college of political hacks
has touched off the biggest national scandal since Teapot
Dome."
Ralph was fired Tuesday by
Secretary of Agriculture Orville
Freeman for being involved with
the recently indicted Texas agriculture magnate Billie Sol
Estes. Ralph was Brown’s former state director of
ure.

DISCOUNT
per
2c & 3c
92+ Octane Reg. 100+ Octane Ethyl
Examples of year-around oil prices:
Shell X -I 00, Triton, Veedol,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 38¢
Castrol
qt. can 50¢
q+. 19¢
100% Eastern Bulk
$1.29
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 1000/. Eastern
Cigarettes
package 22¢

PURITAN OIL CO.
& Williams

6th & Keys

10th & Taylor

Thrust and Parry
supported by the e%Ittellee a’. a ii able.
R. C. Lee
Prof,...or of chemistry

Chem Prof Adds
Fallout Comment
Editor:
I regret that Thrust and Parry
space limitations prevented me
from making a more complete
o tetement on fallout in the letter
I recently wrote. In commenting
on my letter (Thrust and Parry,
May Ell Mr. Mixon quotes a statement of the Public Health Service which says in part, ".,,,the
most prudent course is to assume
there is no level of radiation exposure below which one can be
absolutely certain that harmful
"
effects may not occur.
With this statement I am in
complete agreement, although as
I pointed out this must be an
assumption because no data is
available for radiation levels similar to those produced by fallout.
It was not my intention to
suggest that no damage at all resuited from fallout. My objection
was to statements such as, ’The
American government is planning to maim and slaughter 20,000,000 children" and "Our deceptive government , . . is lying
to us about its sincerity to dis-

Student Gives
’Realistic Alternative’
Editor:
Now the basic premise underlying each of the schemes described yesterday is that the
Communists can be trusted to
live up to treaties and agreements, something which they
have nasty habit of not doing,
and something our government
should have learned from our
long history of fruitless negotiations with them.
Another premise is that some
vague term called "international
law" can be invoked to govern
the affairs of nations and make
the Communists less warlike. An
illustration of the fallacy of this
can be shown by a situation that
has been taking up much of the
news lately.
While the Russians were supposed to be observing a cease-fire
in Laos, they were, in fact, busily
arming and training the Pathet
Lao rebels, and last week began
a major offensive in complete
defiance of the cease fire.
Clearly these proposals will
not ease international tensions
and pave the way for a reduction
In military spending. Is there a
realistic alternative? There most
certainly is. And that is to make

This sort of statement is propaganda pure and simple. The
transition from an assumption
that fallout will produce some
damage even though the level is
too low to be measured, to "20,000,000 children maimed and
slaughtered" simply cannot be

o-Rouni

Sparta-

By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
DREAMY FINALISTS
Phi Mu Spring Dream Man will be announced tomorrow night
at the sorority’s formal dance. Finalists are Lee Howell of Sigma
Chi, Jack Bertram of Phi Sigma Kappa, Bruce Wiseman of Delta
Upsilon, Gill Cyester of Alpha Tau Omega, John Moore of Theta
Chi, John Haggerty of Sigma Phi Epsilon and John Sapunar of
Sigma Nu.
FOOD FEED
Alpha Omicron Pi members are setting the plans for a fundraising food feed Sunday from 4-6 p.m. at the sorority house. Featured on the menu are spaghetti, green salad, french bread, iced tea
and an ice cream dessert. "All this for only 75 cents," according to
Marilyn Starr, chairman of the function. Funds gained will go to
the sorority’s philanthrophy, the Frontier Nursing Service located
In Kentucky.
DAAM DAY
Alpha Tau Omega is planning a DAAM Day picnic this Sunday
for Dads, Actives, Alums and Mothers. The ninth annual reunion
affair will be held at Saratoga Springs. In the past, the ATO traditional picnic has welcomed visiting alums and relatives from the
distant Los Angeles area.
VISITING SINFONIA RECITAL
PM Mu Alpha members from the University of Pacific will
visit the SJS campus this Tuesday to give the first in a planned
series of exchange recitals. Various ensembles and soloists will form
the music fraternity’s program which will begin at 8:15 p.m. in
Concert Hall. Phi Mu Alpha boasts four northern California chapters and future exchange recitals are scheduled among them.
PLNNINGS
Arleen King, Kappa Alpha Theta sophomore general elementary
major from Castro Valley, to Gary B. Ressa, Delta Upsilon senior
business major from San Lorenzo,
Leslie Ann Ballard, Chi Omega senior home economics major
from Van Nuys, to Bob Mills, Phi Sigma Kappa senior business and
industrial management major from Riverside.

Spartanailii

the. goal of our foreign policy,
first and foremost, victory over
international communism. Filry
billion dollars a year for the military is certainly a waste if we
never intend to use our military
power to back up our position
around the world on the frontiers of freedom, or if we toy
around with the idea of abolish.
ing national armies in favor of a
United Nations Peace FOtOe,
which would be commanded I*
the Assistant Secretary for Poll.
tics and Security Council Affairs,
and which Alger Hiss and V. N1
Molotov agreed would always Ia
a Russian Communist.
The armed forces of the United
States should be used to complement and buttress the dipl.-,matic, political, economic and
ideological offensives that we
should take against the Communist bloc; an offensive that must
lead to a funeral service over
the USSR.
When we have triumphed over
the Communist conspiracy and it
no longer represents a threat to
the peace, security and freedom
of mankind, then we will talk
about a reduction in military
spending and perhaps disarmament.
Richard Reeb
ASB 4629

Author To Create
Spectacle Titles
LONDON (UPI)
Producer
Charles H. Schneer says he has
commissioned Pulitzer Pr ire winning sculptor and artist
James Wines to create the main
titles for his adventure spectacle
"Jason and the Golden Fleece."
Wines, who was born in Chicago, will develops a vast golden
mural of Jason’s epic voyage for
the main title design. He will do
his paintings in his studios in
Rome.
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Sari Jose State’s
Traditional
Barber Shop

to]

a most distinctive haircut
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Music Department Directing Class Performs
Sponsors Concert
edda a er Today

outstanding graduates and
senior students of the Music
department will be presented in
a -young Artists’ Concert" Sunday at 3 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Admission to the concert is
75 cents for students and $1.50
general, Proceeds will benefit a
music scholarship fund.
The scholarship concert will
feature works by Brahms, Beethoven, Busoni and Stanley
Hollingsworth, assistant motesnor of music.
Soprano Clorinda di Lonardu
and pianist Nettie Jean Field
will pr e se n t Brahms’ "Vier
ernste Gesange," Op. 121, Beethoven’s Sonata in A Major, Op.
47 %vill be performed by violinist John Loban and pianist Joan
Goodwin.
Two graduate pianists who
have done extensive duo work,
Donald Chan and Ricardo Triminas, will play Busoni’s "Duettino" concert ante. Hollingsworth’s Entrance, Pas de deux
and Finale for two pianos. from
Saltimbanchi," will also be
performed by the duo.

New TV Musical

Stee
NEW YORK
Allen’s Meadowlane productions
is filming a half-hour video musical series called "Jazz Scene
U.S.A." in Hollywood. Vern Stevenson and Oscar Brown jr. are
hosts for the first and second
shows, respectively. Thirty-nine
half-hours will be made for syndication.

Sees from Henrik Gibson’s
play about a highly bred and
romantic woman who hungers
for the power to shape human

Weekend Activities
For Islamic Society
A eeekend lomat of activities
Is being planned by the San Jose
Islamic society and students
from San Jose State have been
invited to join the festivities.
Leading off the program Friday at 8 p.m. will be an Eid-ulAdha celebration at the International Student Center, 285 S.
Market st. The San Francisco
Islamic Center will be hosts for
the event.
A picnic party is slated for
Sunday at 1 p.m. at Sigmund
Stern Grove, 19th ave. and Stoat
blvd., San Francisco. Shish-kebab. kubbeh, baklawah, salad
and soft drinks will be included
on the menu of the picnic being
arranged by the Islamic Center
of San Francisco.
Concluding the weekend program will be a talk by Dr. Israhim Elatxl, exchange professor
of electrical engineering from
Egypt, on Sunday evening at 8
p.m. at International Student
Center.
The talk. "Islam as a Progressive Religion," will be sponsored
by the San Jose Islamic Society
under the direction of Kazi
Ahmad. president.

’Outlaws’ Disband
Why Not Have Your Own
SWili MING POOL

Apartments for Men
at

LAD MANOR
II EASONABLE HATES
I holy 2 Block. to Catnpos
large Rerrea

With TV

NEW YORK (UPI) NBC’s
"Outlaws" series will disappear
in the fall after a run of two
seasons. Plans call for its onehour Thursday spot at 7:30 p.m.
to be filled by a new western
entitled "Wide Country," starring Earl Holliman. This will be
a modern western, centering
around life on the rodeo circuit.
liolliman plays a cowboy rodeo
champ.
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destiny, "Hedda Gabler," will be
performed by members of a
stage directing a class in Studio
Theater today at 3:30 p.m.
The class will present the intense scene from Act I in which
Hedda Gaoler and a past love
and present competitor of her
husband meet alter two years
of separation. Director of the
play is Maria Wide, graduate
student.
Hedda Gabler. central character of the play, is a fascinating woman with ice cold eyes.
according to Miss With. The
complex personality of Hedda
and her inner intensity result in
her personal tragedy of not following her emotions.
An exaggerated consciousness
of society conflicts with and
ultimately defeats fledda’s desire to control human destiny.
Her weakness is that she can’t
stand a social scandal.
The 29-year-old woman decides she has "danced enough"
and marries Prof. Jorgen Teaman, a good natured, naive and
pious man.
Tesman’s ambitions of earning
a professorship are complicated
by the appearance of a competitor, Lovborg, a past love of
11 edda. The meeting between
Hedda and Lovborg is the scene
presented by the drama class.
Filling the role of Hedda is
Joan Lankenau. Others in the
cast are Ronald Magnuson as
Tesman, Russ Holcomb, Lovborg; Raymond Gouveia, Judge
Brack; and Bonnie Roseveare,
Testuaris servant Berta.
"Hedda Gabler" is a "challenge to the director as well as
to the actors," according to Miss
Wilda. "Because the characters
are not black and white but are
V ery complex, their interrelations on stage are difficult."

Class To Present
Woodwinds Film
"Two Thousand Years of
Woodwinds," a National Educatinnal television film, will be
shown during today’s 11:30
survey of music literature class
in Concert Hall.
American composer Samuel
Barber and the Philadelphia
Woodwind quintet discuss the
development of woodwind music in the film. The quintet also
performs Barber’s "Summer Music."
Violin student Carol Ledbetter will play Bloch’s "Nigun"
dining the class.

Play by Graduate
To Make Debut
"The Happiness Machine," an
original, full-length play written
by an SJS graduate, will be premiered in Studio Theater at
8:15 tonight and tomorrow night.
Originally tilled "Seek and
Ye Shall Find." the play was
written by II. Donald Funk as
his Neister’s thesis and is his
first major play.
Presented by the Speech and
Drama department’s experimental theater class, ’The Happiness Machine’ is benig subjected to an audience tryout with
its SJS production. A critique
session will he held following
each performance and playwright Funk will discuss his play
with any audience members
wishing to remain.
Admission to the performance
s, free.
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Orchestra To Perform
Original Work by Prof
Oklahoma towns. Ryan attended
the Jailliard school of music on
a fellowship after receiving his
A.B. degree from the University
of KanSas in 1935.
Al Juillaird. Ryan studied under such known ITILISICiallti as
Carl Friedburg and Clara Schumann. He has also studied piano
with Edward Steuernuoin, composition with IS rnard Wagenaar
and a t tended a master class
!aught by: the harpsichordist
Wanda Larkkossica.
Ryan’s musical idiom is modern and Bartok and the later
Prokofieff are his favorite eon.
tHfT)porary composers.
Tomorrow’s music festival.
which consists of performances
u f unpublished manuscripts.
opens at 10:30 a.m. in Concert
Hall with three original works
for taind. Works for orchestra
will be presented at 2.30 p.m.
and ’loss’ the all -day festival.

An original eseniszsitem by all
SJS music professor who professes a great bye for the works
of "four les--Bach, Beethoven.
Brehm: and Bartok- is slated
fur performance on tomorrow’s
fourth annual SJS Contemporary Music festival.
"Three Epitaphs," written by
Thomas Ryan, professor of music, will be presented by the
SJS Symphony orchestra at
2:30 p.m. in Concert Hall
Brooke Shebleys mezzo, will solo
with the orchestra, which is conducted by Dr. W. Gibson Walters, professor of music.

PERFORMS TOMORROWThomas Ryan, professor of music,
will play his composition, "Three Epitaphs," tomorrow at the
fourth annual San Jose State Contemporary Music festival.
Brooke Shebley, mezzo soprano, will solo in the program.

Franco’s Long Troubles
With Rebellious Workers
By PHIL NEWSOM
I’Pl Foreign News Analyst
Generalissimo Francisco Franco always has had trouble with
the rebellions workers of northern Spain.
Laws promulgated at the start
of the Franco regime more than
25 years ago declared strikes illegal and placed them in the
same category as military rebellion, subject to the penalties of
a military court.
Yet, even stern measures failed
to subdue the tough dock workers of Bilbao or the Asturian
miners who fought Franco in the
mountains during the civil war.
Today, a strike touched off by
60,000 Asturian miners has affected steel, heavy machinery
and electrical works in Vizcaya
and Guipuzcoa provinces in the
north and threatens to spread
still further.
This is the area of traditional
left-wing and Communist opposition to Franco.
REPUBLIWAN STRONGHOLD
Batcelona, where strikes also
threaten, nal: a principal Republican stronghold during the Civil
war and has remained a center
of underground Communist opposition.

Students from IJOP
Present Exchange
\ Change FTVPI.
II
I :1111Sli
held at SJS will he presented
by a group of students from the
University of the Pacific Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.
An original composition by a
ITOP student, "Proces.sional." is
included on the recital program,
presented by the Beta Pi chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
national music fraternity.
A wind ensemble, "prIIVrssional" was composed by David
Milkier. Mulder is among the
ensemble performers, conducted
by Gordon Finlay of the POP
music faculty.
A return recital will be taken
to the POP campus next semester by SJS’ chapter of Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia.

It Lsnatural then that the government should blame the strike
on Communists.
Others believe the explanation
goes deeper.
Pressures on Franco come
from both left and right.
Spanish intellectuals of all
shades of political opinion protest government censorship and
demand greater freedom of
thought.
A manifesto issued by the
Catholic Action Workers Brotherhood declared that Spain’s efforts to lift itself economically
had placed the heaviest burden
on the workers.
"We conceded the need for financial stability," t h e report
said, ". . . hut we demand that
the necessary sacrifices be evenly distributed . . in many ways
the working class is without authentic reprosentation, without
means of expression."
In the last seven years, strongly supported by more than a billion dollats in U.S. economic aid,
Spain has petristeped sonic spectac:c
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Professor Ryan’s composition
is from his song setting of
Edgar -Lee Master’s "Spoon
River." The settings were presented in 1942 by Ethel Leuning
at the Yaddo festival in Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
A piano sonata, a piano quintet, and numerous songs and
piano pieces are also the work
of the music educator. Ryan is
a "summer composer in that
he devotes his summer vacations
to compositing. However, he
hopes to eventually be able to
spend most of his time in creative expression.
A native of small Kansas al,:

Fertilizers, cement and
consumer goods pour out from
old and new factories.
Spanish currency is stable, and
in the next year the government
plans to double investments in
agliculture and to boost industry
and public works investments 50
to 25 per rent respectively.
Last summer. about eight million tourists spent around .$450
million in Spain.
But much remains to Ix. done.
Railroad rolling stock is out of
date. There is a shortage of a
million houses.
There are fears that government complacency and internal
hickming mild erase Spain’s
modest standard of living gains
and 11Tale the country far behind
its prosperous neighbors in the
Lureopean Common Market.
Mitten] tolerance seems far in
the future.
For Spain. Franco has decreed
"an organic democracy unmarred
by the spectacle of free
t ions."
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Lyndell 1.. Manley, 1958 San
Jose State graduate, has been
named to the staff of the Public
Information office, Lewis Research center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
A journalism major at SJS,
Manley will coordinate the news
activities of both the research
and development divisions at the
center. Manley joined the NASA
in 1960 after working on California newspapers for two years. Ile
will begin work at the research
center in Cleveland, Ohio
June 4.
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. Heath, SJS professor of zoology,
from 2-4 p.m. today in J203.
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* anen.
records during the 1961-62 aca- ’the Society for the Advancement school teacher candidates.
of Management. William F. RobMonterey city schools (Monterey
demic year, the fourth annual
ertson from Palo Alto and Alan E. I county I: elementary, junior high
Achieernent Banquet of the VS
Strom of Santa Ana.
and high school teacher candidates.
Business division was held last
M. Janet Teaford from Napa :
night. The event was held at the
San Francisco pollee dept.: all
took the award for Alpha Eta
Pavilion at the Santa Clara fairSigma; Shalah Hand from San police majors.
Take your special Date
grounds.
Jose received the award, repre- MONDAY
One of the highlights of the sent ing Clii Sigma
where the atmosphere
Epsilon; the
Ceres Union high school: high
affair was the presentation of
Marketing club member who re- school teacher candidates.
is right, the food
the Alpha Al Sirat award. which
seised the award was Donald McEdwards Air Force Rase: mais annually given to the outstandDelicious the
service
Williams from San Jose, and
jors in aeronautics, chemical and
ing
man
and
woman
in
the
senior
the finest
James W. Hill of the Industrial
electrical engineering.
class.
Relations and Personnel Manage- I
Achievement awards were givment club also received an award.
LEAGUE FOR AGED
en to the following students:
1401 South First St.
Howard J. Weiland and M.
HALLETSVILLE, Tex. (UP!)
representing Pi Omega Pi, Susan
Janet
Teaford
received
the
Alpha
at Alma
Dr. Harvey Renger, president of
Betty Doll of Mill Valley; repreAl Sirat awards.
the Texas Medical association, has
senting the Real Estate and Inpresident
Robert
R.
Gros,
vice
called on physicians throughout the
surance club, Robert Q. Niese of
San Mateo, Joseph S. Ringrose of and public relations manager of state to form a "Little League for
- 01110101/011111.1.1100/105/30411W440414411se
the Pacific Gas & Electric co. the Aged."
Spoke at the banquet. Gros, vsho , Renger was not talking about
is widely known as a world travel - baseball, but he said, "We not only
I have the responsibility for developer. foreign correspondent and
ing our yotith, but we must also
commetator on cursero affairs. assume 4411* responsibility for the
spoke on ’The Winds of Freedom." aged."

CPA Conference
Set H Saturday
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Mademoiselle Plan
Guest Editors
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Summer Bride?

EUROPEAN CURRICULUM
The university, said Dr. Heath,
had is European curticulum. lie
worked with the faculty to establish a system similar to that Utiell
in American schools. Under the
European system, medical school
required seven years of studies and
students were allowed to repeat
courses until they passed them.
Financing for the assistance to
the Indonesian university was Pt- sided by U.S. foreign aid under the
vided
Administration for International
Development.
"Time need for physicians in Indonesia is great," said Dr. Heath.
90 million people
"The country
has roughly only about 1400 doetors."
Competition at the university is
high, the SJS professor explained.
and students go to classes six days
a week. He said students attend 181
hours of lectures and 18 hoots of
labs a week.
RAJAH’S CREMATION
On the island of Ball, the S.IS
professor witnessed one of the last
cremations of a major rajah. Dr.
Heath said that "there probably
will not be another like it," due to
the high expense involved.
The rajah’s body was borne in .
huge tower to the cremati..!
grounds and then transferred to
large velvet, gold -covered wooth
bull for cremation.
The professor participated in

10-Speed BICYCLES

’MONKEY -NAPPING’
Under the cover of darkness Dr.
Heath and his party travel.’ in
boats along a river searching for
low -hanging trees laden with sleeping monkeys.
Upon a given signal, natives IA h.,
had encircled the tree, cut down all
protective foliage around the monkey’s refuge. Shouting and clapping
their hands, the men muscat the
’lightened monkeys to drop into
the river and escape. Others. a ait.
ing in boats, scooped the morass;
out ot the water.
According to Dr. Heath. th,
keys are good swimmers and taus.
of them eluded capture by swim.
ming under water.
The moject, ii eeofierative if Ii I
between the University of Airlansga and the San Diego
eight of the rare monk,
1
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STATE MEAT
MARKET
i50 E. Snt Clare
CYpress 2.7126
Tender
CHUCK ROAST
First Quality
SKINLESS WIENERS
Boneless & lean
STEWING BEEF
Fresh
LINK SAUSAGE

lb 450
lb 450
lb 65c
lb 490

U

From

Schwino
Helyett
Raleigh
Taurus
Frejus

$69.95

TOP QUALITY

Complete
Service on
All Models

4461.074r

PAUL’S

CYCLES
1435 The Alameda
CY 34766

Job Interviews

Business Division To Honor
Year’s Outstanding Scholars

San .loce
Beauty College

most medical schools in Asia give ! private project for the reptant,.
basic science courses during the of a rare species of proboacis
’monkey in Borneo.
fist year of studies.

E-?1,11=1111E

A SPECIAL PLACE
FOR A SPECIAL DATE

Fl

You sure will TAN

********* ************* ***************************-

sure won’t burn

11 HOLIDAY

Sea & Ski’s unique sun filter, perfected by the Desert Research
Institute, lets in up to 53% more
tanning rays
blocks out most
burning rays, up to 92% more
than its nearest competitor. That’s
why millions tan best with Sea &
Ski. Why you will, too!

7:5> axle*. Zoe
41

Get the best of the sun
-get

’ite?Af

PRESENTS

JUNIOR
You’ll find a pot of gold
at the end of this rainbow
Its glamorous woven cotton
gingham takes its cue
from the rainbow --has
the rich look of madras
And so enticing is the
Alice Jr touch
of a billowy skirt with
its deep button-down puclip!s
tor mad money

The New

FISH.wich

SEA & SKI! /
Handy 4-0z plastic $i35
squeeze bottle
New Go, family sae ft 79
Other sizes 79c to $175
(at prices plus Fed lit)

Fast Serv Foods

/ SEA
SKI

NINA

Lettuce & Burger Bun
Filet of Fish

I $100

METRIC PHARMACY

91
91
91

Delicious Sauce

Cooked to Order for Only

39c

_711e
)
itded

Lage

455 E. William

Street
CT 4-7629
Open Till Nine Tomlin+

5th & Santa Clara

NEXT TO WINCIIEWS

4th & San Fernando

(Accost from sew library,

min

World Record Holders r
Featured at Modesto
World record holders Robert
.layes 1100-yard dash), Dave Tork
pole vault) and Ralph Boston
broad jump) will be three of the
op competitors participating in
he 21st annual California Relays
M,slesto, May 26.
Hayes, who ran a 9.2 100 this
.csir to tie the world record held
FratIR Budd, will be the top
.,,inpetitor in the century,
San Jose State’s Dennis Johnson, who has been hampered by
leg injury this year, will be
ready to go all out against
Hayes, according to Coach Bud
Winter. Dennis, who has several
9.3s and a wind -aided 9.2 himself, has been pointing for the
Modesto meet for several weeks
and came out of Saturday’s West
Coast Relays in good shape,
Winter says.
Tork and John Uelses, the only

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
w,mn and married men ovvr
21 578 less ill dividend, or a nal
cl $65 ibesed on current 17 for
men under
cvnt dividend). Sln,le
$252 less $43 dividend, or a nal
$201.
000 Bodily Iniury libility $5000
;
cal
re,ty Damage and $500 atMadcorn.
Othr coveraios
relic saving.. Parrnmts can be
ids once, twice or fourfulltime;
ink,
Call or write for
-at’on to George M. Campbell
, Sunnyvale.
Eve Maple A
oxerrit 9.I1I (clas A &NI

two men to %dull over sixteen feet
will meet for the second time this
year.
In Saturday’s West Coast Relays, the highly publicized battle
of the sixteen-foot vaulters didn’t
come off as the best the two men
could do was 15-214 in a strong
wind.
Tork holds the pending world
record in the pole vault at 16-2.
Uebses holds the indoor mark
at 16-44.
Boston, the world record holder
in the broad jump, has promised
the officials that he will be ready
for an all-out assault on his mark
of 27-1%.
Ulis Williams, the Arizona state
freshman who has blazed 46.0 in
the 440 this year will be going
all out in the dash to break the
world record of 45.7 held by Glenn
Davis.
San Jose State’s mile relay team
which has a best of 3:10.1 will
meet top competition from Arizona state (3:07.5i, Texas Southern (3:09.7), Missouri (3:10.4),
Oregon state (3:10.4) and Louisiana (3:11.9).
Jim Beatty of the Los Angeles
track club, who has broken the
four-minute mile harrier twice
Indoors thin year will head the
field in this event.
Also competing is Olympic high
hurdles champion Hayes Jones.

so

an Jose Cindermen Face
Tough Test in Two Meets

kr,

SLIDING HOME, Steve Bilko, of Angels, is forced out on hit
by Earl Averell in sixth inning of a recent Los Angeles Angels’
game. Getting out of Bilko’s way is Detroit catcher Dick Brown.

2?’aity

sports

A group of 10 Spartan track and field COM- i has a best of 9:03.9 in the event.
petitors are faced with a stiff assignment this
Jeff is slated to come back at Stanford in either
weekend.
the mile or two mile. Other Spartans scheduled
Coach Bud Winter leaves today for LOS An- to go in the two mile Saturday are Horace Whitegeles with a 10-man contingent that will represent head and freshman Danny Murphy. Ron Davis will
San Jose in the Coliseum Relays tomorrow night
go in the mile for SJS at Stanford.
But the same group of athletes are slated to comMurphy will also see double duty. He will compete Saturday with a full SJS team in the Northern pete in the 5000-meter run against such students
California Invitational track meet at Stanford be- as Barry Magee of New Zealand and Pat Clohessy
ginning at 1:30 p.m.
of Houston.
Winter feels the double duty will help his
Jim Flemons has been selaeted as the alternate
athletes get ready for the two-day National Colfor the SUS 440-yard relay team for the Coliseum
legiate Championships June 16-17 in Eugene, Ore.
competition. Flt-moos will accompany the team
Miler Ben Tucker, who Is slated to take on
to Los Angeles and be prepared to fill In in an
a top field headed by New Zealand’s Peter Snell
emergency.
In Los Angeles, will come back the following day
The four Spartans slated to compete in the
in the half mile against Stanford’s Harry Mcrelay are Bruce McCullough, Pete Petrinovich, Lynn
Calla, SJS freshman Mike Gibeau and, possibly,
Peterson and Willie Williams. The quartet has a
Spartan Jose Acevedo. Acevedo may go in the
best time of 3:10.1 this season.
mile instead, however.
Other Spartans competing in the Coliseum
Jeff Fishback will take on Olympian George Relays will be high jumper Vance Barnes and
Young in the 3000-meter steeplechase at the Coli- freshman Henry Lawson I hop-step-jump I. McCulseum. Young clocked 8:50.6 in winning the 1960 lough will also compete in the 400-metes’ hurdles
U.S. Olympic Trials at Stanford. while Fishhook at Li), Anucles.

PiKA Grabs First
Place in Softball

TOT SOLO JOB
To encourage small fry cleanliness, provide tots with a sturdy
step at the washbasins. Then they
can do a solo job of brushing teeth
or wii<hiny hand, and face

FAIRGROUNDS

Pi Kappa Alpha dealt Theta Chi and his assistant Charlie Clark are
FAIRWAYS
SPARTAN DAILY-8
Thursday, May 17, 1962
its first intramural softball loss of beginning study of the entire group
Golf Course
KETCHUP HINT
the season Tuesday and, in so do- of athletes who participated in the
After opening a bottle of ketchintramurals program this year to
ing, jumped into first place in the
up, push a straw through to the
find the one which will receive the
fraternity league.
bottom. Remove the straw and
athlete of the year award.
you will find that the air that 100 Yards
9.5
......
JIMMY OMAGBEMI
The margin of victory was 3-1.
;Under New Management)
The award will be based on the
FOR GREEN FEES
was admitted will make the 220 Yards .
20.9
DWIGHT MIDDLETON
The decisive blow was a three-run
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
ketchup flow more freely.
47.3
BRUCE McCULLOUGH
home by Nat Carasali in the third number of sports the athlete par440 Yards
CY 2-8119
10TH 8 TULLY ROAD
47.3
WILLIE WILLIAMS
Inning.
ticipated in, his performance in th,
Oat.. Sun I Holidays enicludedl
JOSE AZEVEDO
1:51.3
880 Yards
The PlitA’s, with a 6-1 record, sport, and his sportsmanship in
Pizza from 85c
4:03.6*
BEN TUCKER
POSITIVELY THE
Mile
are now a half game ahead of
9:03.2
JEFF FISHBACK
Two Mile
both Theta Chi and Sigma Alpha
Refreshments on tap
14:32.8
JEFF FISHBACK
5000 Meters
Epsilon, which bath have 5-1 rec30:06.1** ords.
DANNY MURPHY
Six
Mile
Delivery Service
31:06.50*
DANNY MURPHY
110,000 Meters
Delta Upsilon smashed Delta
9:03.9
JEFF FISHBACK
Steeplechase
51.8* Sigma Phi 9-4 Tuesday. Ted Jarvis,
BRUCE McCULLOUGH
440 Hurdles
Take a study break,
IN TOWN
Dave Loge and Ron Labetitch
23.4
ANGELO HADDAD
Low Hurdles
drop in for pizza’
paced the attack with two hits
14.5
TOM HARRISON
, High Hurdles
192 31/2* apiece.
ED BURKE
SAHARA OIL CO. , Hammer
Sigma Chi, with Dennis Harvey
179-1
HARRY EDWARDS
Discus
Second and William
pitching the win, topped SAE 4-3.
247-I/2*
DAN STUDNEY
Javelin
Harvey also batted in the winning
52-11
BARRY ROTHMAN
Shot Put
VANCE BARNES
6-10* run in the bottom of the fifth inHigh Jump
ning.
24-71/2
WALT ROBERTS
Broad Jump
st SCIENTIFIC WHEEL ALIGNING
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
48-11 t
HENRY LAWSON
Hop -Step -Jump
Theta Xi racked up a total of
s/ PRECISION BRAKE ADJUSTING
14-9
BRUCE TURNBULL
Pole Vault
eight runs in the first inning to
Career Opportunities with
i/ QUALITY RECAPPING
(McCULLOUGH, PETE PETRINOVICH, smother Sigma Nu 11-1, and SigMile Relay
LYNN PETERSON, WILLIAMS) 3:10.1
ma Phi Epsilon won over Phi
(WILLIAMS, AZEVEDO, RON DAVIS, Sigma Kappa 6-5 in a squeaker.
i Distance Medley
9:47.2*
TUCKER)
CY 7-9111
In slow pitch action, the 69ers ,
*--School record
downed the Newman Knights 8-6.1
Intelligent Young Men Between 23-30
"-National freshman record
The 69ers were clown 6-1 going int,
Desired
f -School freshman record
the last inning, but rallied for tr..
runs to tie the score and got two
Entails calling on retail grocery trade
more in the extra inning to win it.
Excellent opportunity for advancement
Omega Tau Alpha came up with
CY 5-6670
Leonard D’Amico
802 SOUTH FIRST ST.
three runs in the fourth inning to
Guarantees salary and bonus arrangements
bump over Reed Street Raiders 5-3.
Auto provided - Bus expenses paid
DanaUnruh
Director
s
larum
rtnIS
IGrods and June Grads
apply at Placement
league
that
the
possibility
stiong
’ SAN FRANCISCO
Office for interview)
There’s still a possibility that the owners may reconsider previous
Philadelphia Warriors m a y be decisions.
I moved to San Francisco.
At a league meeting two weeks
Franklin Mieuli, a spokesman ago, owners quarreled over the posfor a San Francisco syndicate put- sible moving of the franchise- and
.
FOR SALE
1Conscientious male - -..-- .
ting up $800.000 to purchase the said they would not allow it unl,
pocl. including summer pref.teb
---Cor,na Pnrt PM CY R.5C30 after 6.
Newish, but lovab.e
franchise in the National Basket- owner Eddie Gottlieb could come
eble fr, sale. Coil C 1 11771. leave
ball association, said there is a up with a suitable replacement in
Wanted: Male to share I bed,--- o- h-....m
The National Colleghlie Athletic ""1
Philadelphia.
for sarnrner . $31 25 . 976 So 5. .- S t...,
Gottlieb, angered, then withdrew assn. judo champions, San Jose Fiat 1200 TV Spydar con vedlbls. 1959. 297-3447.
his offer to sell and transfer the State’s Spartans, will end their Excellent conifh,in $1300. CY 4-2689. Wanted: A rider sharing exoe,ris
franchise.
In our profession, just about the
season this weekend with a meet IS vase& Good condition. $250. Cat Newaarr P I., or area. 3rd 82 14
EL 4-1989 or EL 6-4305 after 6 P.r.t.
JUr’n IS. M,1t, a, 470 So
"But we still have mom() in esis
into
run
we
wall
biggest stone
against the southern California
Philadelphia bank," said
crow
in
a
SIMPICIS
250
cc
’57
hygienic,
Happy,
healthy,
downright skepticism, of a nature
Mieuli, "and now the owners are all-stars in Los Angeles.
BSA seeks owner. $262. Call CY 79981.
Typing--h,
,
and term pac,s Co 5person
the
permit
even
doesn’t
that
The four Spartans who won first Heal,
considering another special meet6688 pi., 6 pd.,
involved to come In and at least
ing to reconsider their past action, place at the collegiate champion- ’67 Chew. 2 dr.. auto. R -ti, WW. Very
Expert typing service. Day o, light. Cail
They all have agreed to another ships will also compete at Los :lean. CY 7-9687 after 3.
listen to our side of the story. We
CL 9 4335.
Saturday
and
Sunday.
Angeles
Zollner,
Fred
except
-meeting
will be the very first to tell you
V.M. 4.tracl, stereo tope recooler. New
Typing - Theses. iman...scripis, reports.
owner of the Detroit Pistons, who The four men are Sanford Alcorn, mode. $150. Cal’ CY 5 9954, Mike.
certain things can, and cannot he
ed,iro. Reasonable. 293.3085
is away on a fishing trip and can’t Larry Stuefloten, Lee Parr and
All State Super Cessions srooter. Like
done about baldness.
Dave Uchida
Every Thurs., Fri., Sot.
be reached."
Perseeels
new. 259 or best offer. CL 1.3217.
S. I. TUROFF. Director
es,.. vste 4ri Mary
Calif. Teroff Clinics
MG -TD-1960. Right hand drive classic Attention .ePlat,H.M.
contest: SFS-Yes:
sea top new tires. Excel. Coed, 6450 Bloinguin Ki-d redards,
B.H Ur.versiUOP-No
We’ve known about this skepticism for a long time, and long
AX 6-1094 atter 6 D.T.
Leadership"
experienced
through
"Progress
tv
of
Cc
’"-a
this
is
It
ago we learned a wonderful thing in our profession.
the
hut
anything
do
tires.
motorcycle.
Good
Triumph
1968
doesn’t
it
people,
he Perfectly honest with
loon 0, going ASIS Europa Phone Pat,
$150. AN 4-3021. 2035 Glen Una.
make you a huge success. Frankly, we’ve had some really
CY 4.4)77 8, 215.
tough ones finally decide to come in and at least listen to us
Recommends
FOR MINT
III doesn’t cost anything, the examination is free). Lo and
Superfluous hair removed lonriment."’Y
hchold, the most skeptical of them always say, "Now that
Shiro Large house w,th t men. $37.50 Nentim le P 5_ 216 So. Ist St CY 4 4499
makes sense - I’ve never been talked to this way about my
Private belrrn., park.og. 435 So. 7th
Help Wasted
hair."
CY 7.5812.
time work.
If YOU have the signs of baldness - excessive hairfall and
pay-part
time
Full
Continuous Entertainment
Roseville Apt, Furnished I bedroom
dandruff, itehiness, very dry or oily scalp, thinning or bald
Water men work 3 evenings arid Saturday. earn
Surnower and V.,
-us
to
listen
and
in
come
150
to
$125
per
week.
Phone 3764357
favor-from 9:30
’Pots -do yourself a real
istb. pd. 420 Sc.. 7th. CY 7-1529
F.REF, - we will treat you as an intelligent human being.
Junior Class President
Lest
&
heed
No appointment needed for a free examination.
GIRLS-FALL RENTAL futs,shed - let
priv. Maw. 5. Approved. 347 So 12re.
Lost: Woman’s &skive wr ,
I-10o, Deily. !I a Sr .11 rode. - Saf , 10 a on 3 p it - Thunt I -8 p.m.
iv and diamonds. Wed
Attractive rooms. Iwo mr.er
SurnameFell.
end .
As present Soph Class Treasurer, I helped write a proposed
4
:resinous’ Reward. Cali
blocks to college. Summer rates $20 and re.er
HOFBRAU STYLE
$25. 491 So. 7th.
ASB Constitutional Amendment that, if passed, will integrate
CLASSIFIED RATES:
LUNCHES AND
WAIST=
Class Govt. into ASB Government. Next year I would like to
25e lino first insertioe
1,,ons fr1
Elderly lardy lor-1,-1
20c a lino succeeding insertioes
DINNERS
see that this goal is fully attained.
C,irl
rt,,,ln-sd 1:
lino minimum
AgpForibmAgAtwip Hmtimcmusrs
AN 9 1376
TO
PLACE
AN AD:
CY 2-4630
wanted: Watskand work is, r’,41. +
Recognition Comm.
Present Soph Class
Call at Student Afters Officeaiding to summer job. CL 81188.;
Moe, Doily, 11 am.- 8 p rn sat 10 a tnt - 3 p
Treasurer
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Awards Board
THURS 4PM .1IPM
NO APP’?’. NEEDED
Send In Handy Order had
Expedition to Colurribie-47enamn Skern
19 N. MARKET ST.
Spartan Shields
with
adventure
Check or Mersey Order.
cluteis,
omens*:
fate
I
SAN JOSE: 78 No. 1st St.. J300 Commercial Bldg
hire, airrne.1 Ya ht FA1RWINDS. B...1
No Fisonis Orders
1.1,6,185,
Virgin
Islands,
1780A1. St,

Season Track Bests

CARLO’S PIZZA

50’

LOWEST
GAS PRICES

STUDENT DISCOUNT

DUNLOP

862 N. 13th

TIRES

COLGATE - PALMOLIVE

iPe cereice

Warrior Franchise
Move Still Possible

FRI., MAY 18

National Champion
Spartan Judoists
Travel To SoCal

JUST READ OUR SIDE OF
THIS BALDNESS BUSINESS

JAZZ
AT

JANKO’S
DON RUSSO
TRIO

HAIR 84. SCA

I.

C

SPUR

RON
SMITH

COM/2019
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CLASSIFIEDS

4,11
II,
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1110
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Ei TT,
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SWIMSUITS
We ve seldom seen a lovelier selection
of swimsuits than these . .. designed by five
famous designers! Here’s the newest,
smartest styles from Marina del Mar, Catalina,
Jantzen, Sirena and Rose Maire
Reid. One and two-piece styles in a
variety of fabrics, that do the most for
your figure! Come see these,
and cur entire swimsuit selection!

15.95 .. 19.95
AO,

r.ECOND ROOR

CAPS AND BAGS
YOU 11 fino the exact beach bag and swim cap
to complement your swimsuit from our
-:ollection of shapes, styles and colors!
R..bber coated beach bags, $2 to 84.
-aps $3 to $10.

SUN GLASSES
wcneff! ,ariety of

styles for men and
women ... some are tailored, others
jeweled. Colors galore, some with the new
pastel lens. Hurry in. select yours!
2.98 to 6.98.
5TAY’.1/hEir. SrPEET
SHOP HALE’S 9:30 A.M. UNTIL 9 P.M. THURDSAY

